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About This Video

Now featured in stunning high-definition, this edition celebrates the 25th Anniversary of the original manga. It is 2029 and a
female cyborg hunts a hacker who robs human of their memories.
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Title: Ghost in the Shell
Production:
Manga Entertainment
Distributor:
Lionsgate
Release Date: 29 Nov, 1996
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.2GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Contains: NR
Running Time: 83 minutes

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Norwegian,Portuguese,Swedish
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please dont
its the dub
and
it is VHS quality
and
you can buy it for the same or less on youtube
just dont. My favorite anime movie.. People that enjoy anime already know what Ghost in the Shell is. I'm not going to sit here
and explain what the plot is we all know its a classic. What i will go over are the movies features on steam. Steam offers 1080p
streaming, Japanese language and english dub with subs for other languages. The movie also comes with a making of feature as
a bonus. The stream over my Fios internet never stuttered once. All in all it was great quality. I recommend to all the OG anime
fans looking to own a copy of this amazing anime.. This is one of my very favorite movies. It has a great plot and great scenery
and makes you ponder things -- specifically, what does it mean to be human? If memories can be erased, does that remove your
humanity? Is a full-blown AI an honorary human? At what point -- if ever -- do cyborgs gain a soul? Except at no point do these
weighty questions detract from a fast-moving plot with great control of pacing.

It's one of these films that is so full of content that each time you watch it (I saw it several times prior to buying the Steam
version) you notice something new.. Update 9.7.17

Steam and video encoder now seem to work after latest steam update and thankful comments and support from /u/Sean J. This
is the classic and the version you want. It is still standard quality video, but the classic art style an animation that made the series
popular.

Upvote from me now!
_______________________________________________________________________________
Bought video, but cant seem to get it to play. Steam has its own video player and says it performing a one time download that
hangs. Cant perform functions described in support as no .zip file exists at location advertised. This is a non-refundable
purchase made moments ago.

How do we go about resolving this issue?
______________________________________. Film is wonderfull Steam Video player is not. Steam Video player fails to
correctly scale when using external screen. Tried with Dell external display and Sony 4k TV, but video is impossible to scale
correctly in fullscreen mode. A total waste of money IMO. Can only view in laptop internal sceen in correct scale while on
fullscreen.. Do not buy this for any reason. The audio is desynced! HOW DO YOU SELL A VIDEO IF THE AUDIO SKIPS
AROUND? The video looks grainy and the color is mesed up. Looks like a VHS rip.. Great Classic Movie I definitely would
watch it again
*Sound Quality is Great for a 2.0 Stereo 1995 Movie
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Great movie, but english subtitles are terrible. Too succinct, and frequently downright wrong (when compared to the english
voice track.). Steam needs to fix their buggy Media player! It crashes and freezes all the time! I would love to enjoy my
purchased movies but its just a hassle.
Valve plz fix

/sad ghost in the shell fanatic. UPDATE 2: As of September 17th the audio issues should be resolved according to Sean J.

UPDATE: As of March 31st the issues with the misalinged subtitles have been resolved. The news post acknowledging the
problem. They are now centered and in an orderly fashion.

Its nice to see improvements, however slow they might have been. I'm sure there are reasons for that.

While I'd still say that the english subtitles for this are badly timed, badly structured and most certainly not the best translation
effort (could have also sworn there was a separate english track without the closed captions before), the initial problems that
were causing most of the issues have been resolved.

So...its Ghost in the Shell - not at its best but definitely watchable.

[OLD NOT RECOMMENDED REVIEW]

As I received word that Steam had expanded its library of streaming video with anime I was immediately excited.
Naturally I gave it a shot, only to be immediately disappointed.

The clunky interface of the Steam Video Player paired with the atrocious caption options raised a lot of red flags for me.

Video Quality is acceptable, nothing I'd be calling HD. I also went and checked out the quality of my old 720p version and its
looking far better than the 1080p provided here.
Having multiple audio tracks is nice if you want the dub of your choice. Audio Quality varies based on language and might
cause problems.

Personally I'd go with the original dub combined with subtitles but that hardly seems to be a good idea in this case.

Caption Options
Fonts - ranging from ugly to barely acceptable,
Size - in case you are watching from another room
Colors - if you want them♥♥♥♥♥♥yellow or other jarring colors
Shadow - as exciting as text shadows get
Line Height - how about no
Background Color - why is that even a thing
Opacity - when you want subtitles but dont want to see them
Text Wrap - choose between awful and bad

The Result[i.imgur.com] I was presented with was all over the place subtitles squished into the bottom left corner.

I'd love to recommend it since its Ghost in the Shell on demand on Steam but as it stands its too flawed to thoroughly be able to
enjoy it.. Update: The audio was fixed. Also, from what I gather, video quality is similar with all releases of the movie. It's just
old and hasn't had a proper remaster like Akira for instance.

I would recommend this movie if Japanese audio was working properly. Currently it doesn't and it hasn't since the movie was
released on Steam in the beginning of the year. If you don't care about that, there is the issue of quality. I don't know how it
compares to the Blue-Ray release but this version doesn't look too good.
TL;DR - Do some research before you buy, also test if the player works on your PC by viewing one of the CS:GO ads in the
video section of you library.. Cool movie, works flawless.. It seems that the quality problems were fixed since I didn't had any
issues with the streaming like other people.
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Oh yea and the Movie is great.. So sense I dont really watch anime. I can say, this movie is fantastic. Very interesting ideas
being put forward, with a fantastic visual experience. If I had to to some up my thoughts, it would be to give this one a try. Even
if you arent a fan of anime. I was plesantly supprised.. Just tried to watch this on a 1920x1080 with 1080p. Looks HORRIBLE,
incredibly grainy!
Refund.... oh, wait...

Did not experience any crash, sound or subtitle issues though.. First time seeing anything Ghost in the Shell related. Saw the
english dub and in the 1080p quality.
Can't really say anything about the video quality since I haven't seen it in any other quality, but it was pretty good. Didn't have
any audio issues either.

Now with the review. I liked it, I'd probably give it a 9/10. It has a lot of atmosphere and is paced really nicely. Maybe a bit
slower than you'd normally see from movies nowadays, but since one of my favorite movies is Alien, I quite enjoyed it.
The characters are really likeable and you really get attached to them and don't want them to die a horrible death  The
penultimate scene was really freaking good! The shots came so far from left field, it left me stunned and a bit sad. I don't really
want to spoil anything because you really have to buy it and see it, or at the very least rent it.
It's a classic Sci-fi Anime movie that any sci-fi fan, like myself, should have in their library.

All in all, a great experience from a new service that Steam is providing. This movie is definitely one to buy and watch mulitple
times.. Top tier Sci-Fi anime, basically, everyone knows it, most of the people seen at least once (especially now when this live-
action Pork in the Shell is live, with that fat, cross-eyed dwarf as Kusanagi lol).

Anyway, in short - this is straight 10/10
+Astonishing visual part, simply amazing
+Catchy plot
+Great remarkable characters
+Enjoyable to the limit
+Kusanagi fap material
And of course this V
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwdlqquJDK4

P.s. if you won't like this movie, you won't like any other thing from GiTS series, because the 1st movie is the best of the series.
It's golden.
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